In this paper we propose a complete methodology for single image shadow detection based on the learned appearance of shadows. The basis of our method is a novel single region SVM classifier with a multi-kernel model specifically tailored for shadow region classification. This classifier, which already outperforms much more complex methods, provides the unary potentials for an MRF optimization that also includes pairwise potentials encoding the relationships between neighboring regions in the image. We introduce a novel boundary classifier for shadow boundaries cast over surfaces with the same material, and two improved paired regions classifiers; one for adjacent regions of the same material taken under the same illumination, and one for regions of same material taken under different illumination. The strength of the unary classifier means that our MRF requires only relatively sparse pairwise potentials, resulting in a more efficient and accurate optimization as can be seen in our experimental results. We reduce the balanced error rate by 53% compared to the state of the art on the latest shadow detection image dataset.
Introduction
Shadows are commonly found in natural scenes. They result from occlusions of the scene's illumination source(s). As such, shadows are an outcome of the complex interactions between the illuminants, the geometry, and the reflectance properties of the materials present in a scene. Shadows provide useful visual cues to infer the illumination of the scene, or the size and shape of objects. However, shadows are also well known to confound many computer vision tasks such as image segmentation, scene understanding, or object recognition.
Single image shadow detection is a well studied problem. Earlier methods based on comparing gradients in the original image and its illumination invariant representation (where the effects of illumination changes are suppressed from the image), such as [7] [8] , showed remarkable results in high quality images. However, their performance degrades significantly with consumer grade photographs or web quality pictures [18] . More recent methods ( [25] , [18] , [13] , [10] ) use image datasets with labelled shadow ground truth to learn the appearance of shadows in images. For instance, Zhu et al. [25] propose a set of shadow variant c 2013. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms. and invariant features in monochromatic images to learn a shadow region classifier, and refine the results with a CRF. Lalonde et al. [18] focused on shadow boundaries on the ground. They train a shadow boundary classifier (using Adaboost [5] ) based on color and texture features, and combine it with scene layout cues from [12] using a CRF to encourage boundary continuity. Huang et al. [13] use a set of physically inspired features to train a shadow boundary pixel classifier using a SVM. They join pixels confidently predicted as shadow boundaries with weakly predicted adjacent pixels in a Canny-like manner. Shadow boundary methods ( [13] , [18] ) achieve acceptable results but they fail to segment closed shadow contours consistently. Guo et al. [10] train two pairwise classifiers to find pairs of regions in an image that share the same material and are viewed under the same illumination conditions (both in shadow or both not in shadow), and same material but illuminated differently (only one region in shadow). They minimize an energy functional that combines the predictions of a single region classifier and the positive predictions of their pairwise classifiers. However, their single region classifier is not very accurate (especially for shadow regions). They only allow submodular pairwise potentials since they use graph cuts [17] to minimize the energy functional.
Our approach is also a learning-based method for shadow detection. We address the aforementioned challenges with the following contributions:
• A novel single region classifier with a multikernel model specifically tailored for shadow region classification with SVM that outperforms the state of the art.
• A novel boundary classifier for shadow boundaries cast over surfaces with the same material, and two improved paired regions classifiers.
• We pose shadow detection as an MRF binary labelling problem that combines our accurate single region classifier with both boundary cues and illumination relationships between pairs of regions of the same material obtained from precise classifiers.
We propose a single region shadow classifier based on a multikernel SVM. Our multikernel model is a linear combination of χ 2 and Earth Mover's Distance(EMD) [22] kernels that operate on texture and color histograms disjointly. Multikernel SVMs have been employed successfully to integrate different feature sets, for instance Li et al. [19] use a linear combination of χ 2 kernels applied on different histogram features to regress a scoring function for figure-ground hypothesis in the context of object recognition.
Our shadow region classifier already outperforms the more complex state of art methods, without performing MRF/CRF optimization. However, the local appearance of a single region is often ambiguous. Even for a human observer it can be hard to discern if a region is in shadow or not without considering its context. Hence, it is sensible to look beyond the boundaries of a single region to decide its shadow label [10] [25] . In contrast to previous work we strive to use such contextual information sparingly. For MRF optimization reasons we prefer that most of the work is handled by the single region classifier (unary MRF potentials), with sparse pairwise connections that smooth the label changes across regions. Following this reasoning we build on the work of [10] to propose our own improved pairwise classifiers but constrained to adjacent regions: for pairs of regions sharing the same material and same illumination condition, and for same material pairs viewed under different illumination (first lit, second in shadow). We also propose a shadow boundary classifier. Since shadow boundaries often overlap with reflectance changes confounding the effects of the illumination change, our classifier focuses on boundaries of shadows cast over surfaces with the same underlying material.
We integrate our single region classifier, our pairwise classifiers and our boundary classifier using an MRF. We pose single image shadow detection as a binary labelling problem. The MRF is a graph where the nodes represent the regions in the image. The edges in the graph are defined by the positive predictions of the two pairwise classifiers and the boundary classifier. That is, given two regions r i and r j , we add an edge between their corresponding nodes if: a) r i and r j are predicted to have the same material and same illumination, or b) r i and r j are predicted to have the same material but different illumination, or c) a boundary between r i and r j is predicted to be a shadow boundary cast over the same material surface. The key idea is to combine a very strong region classifier with a set of precise boundary and paired region classifiers that define the smoothing in the MRF. In order to achieve sparsity and increase reliability we favor precision over recall in the outcome of the context based classifiers.
The unary potentials are based on the confidences of the single region classifier. The pairwise potentials are based on the confidences of positive predictions from the two pairwise and the boundary classifiers. The same material/same illumination relationships induce submodular potentials. Potentials due to the boundary classifier are supermodular. The directionality of the same material different/illumination classifier introduces asymmetric potentials. We minimize the MRF energy using QPBO [16] [21], the asymmetric potentials led to a minor modification of the initial reparameterization stage of QPBO.
Experimental results on the dataset collected by [10] show that our method clearly outperforms the state of the art. Our single region classifier reduces the balance error rate (BER) by a 25% with respect to [11] , correctly detecting 11% more shadow pixels. Moreover, with our MRF optimization we further reduce the BER to a 7.8%. That is a 53% decrease compared to the state of the art. Our total pixel accuracy is 94.1% (88% on shadow pixels).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the pre-processing stage of our method, in Section 3 we define our single region, pairwise and boundary classifiers. In Section 4 we describe the final optimization step. In Section 5, we present our experimental results. And Section 6 concludes the paper.
Initial segmentation
In this section we describe how we segment the image into regions and how to extract region boundaries and pairs of adjacent regions.
Region Segmentation
The quality of the initial superpixel segmentation will affect the performance of our shadow detector. Ideally, we want to segment the image into superpixels that correspond to consistently illuminated regions. That is, either all pixels in a superpixel are in shadow or all are not in shadow. Furthermore, we would like to obtain a small number of superpixels to reduce the computational cost of later steps of our method. We propose a two step process that is fast and robust to the choice of thresholds. First, we apply SLIC [1] superpixel segmentation to oversegment the image, obtaining an initial set of superpixels. Then, we apply mean-shift clustering [6] over the superpixels' mean color in CIELAB color space. We merge adjacent superpixels that belong to the same mean-shift clusters into a larger region. This operation can be thought of as reducing the over-segmentation of the superpixel method while preserving strong boundaries. By contrast, fine tuning is required to segment consistently illuminated superpixels with pixel level Mean-shift, which often leads to generation of many small regions. By reducing the over-segmentation of the superpixels we reduce the number of regions that need to be considered which results in less processing time in subsequent stages. We reduce the number of regions by a factor of five in our experiments. Figure 1 shows Mean-shift segmentation (a,b) compared to our pre-processing result (c,d), and that our merging approach retains all the important regions and significantly reduces the number of shadow region proposals.
Image connectivity graph
The refined superpixel segmentation defines the set of regions that will eventually be labelled as shadow or non shadow. We extract boundaries in the image as the shared boundary pixel segments between regions. The image connectivity graph is defined as follows. Each node represents a region, edges denote that two regions are adjacent. That is, there exists at least one boundary segment in common. This way, each edge connects two adjacent regions, and also uniquely identifies a set of boundary segments between those two regions.
Shadow Detection
In this section we describe our proposed classifiers and the features they use: a unary classifier for shadow regions, two pairwise classifiers that operate on pairs of regions, and a boundary classifier for boundaries of shadows cast over the same material.
Unary classification
In order to determine if a region is in shadow we will look at its chromatic, intensity and textural properties. For each region, we compute a histogram with 21 bins for each of the components(L*,a*,b*) of the perceptually uniform color space CIELAB. To represent texture, we compute a 128 bins texton [20] histogram. Shadow regions tend to be less textured and darker. The CIELAB color space has been shown to perform well for shadow edge identification in outdoor scenes [15] as well as to improve reflectance segmentation [9] . The two color opponent channels behave differently under illumination changes. Especially in outdoor environments, the b* channel (yellow-blue) is more sensitive to shadows than the a* channel (red-green), which is shadow invariant to a certain degree [23] .
To compare textures between regions we use the χ 2 distance between their texton histograms. To compare the color histograms we find it more appropriate to use the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) [22] . Neighboring bins in the L*,a*,b* histograms represent proximate values and their ground distance is uniform (property of the CIELAB space), in contrast to texton histograms. Furthermore, EMD is more accurate in measuring distances between histograms of continuous entities (such as L,*a,*b), as it is less sensitive to quantization error and it can be efficiently computed for 1D histograms. The kernel for an SVM provides a notion of similarity in the feature space. Since our features are normalized histograms (unit mass), both the EMD and the χ 2 distance are metrics. Hence, we can use them in the form of generalized Gaussian distances [14] to provide suitable kernels( [24] ) for SVMs:
where D(x, y) can be χ 2 (x, y) or EMD(x, y). To combine the 4 histogram feature sets (texton, L*, a*, b*) we propose a multikernel model consisting of a weighted sum of χ 2 and EMD kernels, each operating on the appropriate disjoint feature subset. That is, an EMD kernel for each L*, a* and b* histogram and a χ 2 kernel for the texton histogram. Given two regions x, y with features encoded as x = {x L , x a , x b , x t } and y = {y L , y a , y b , y t }, the kernel model is:
where
In order to avoid the expensive combinatorial search for the γ i parameters we propose the following heuristic. We sample a set of pairs of similar shadow regions and a set of pairs of similar non shadow regions from the training data. Then, we compute the variance of the EMD and χ 2 distances between each one of the L*, a*, b* and texton histograms of similar regions. Based on these results, we set the relative coefficients c i for each γi parameter to be inversely proportional to its empirical variance. This way, given a canonicalγ value we set γ i = c iγ .
We implemented the stacking of multiple EMD and χ 2 kernels within the libSVM([3]) version of [19] . Results in Section 5 outperform the state of the art, suggesting that measuring separately texton, L*, a*, b* histogram similarities with χ 2 and EMD, respectively, provide suitable similarity metrics since a good separation boundary is created in the feature space.
Looking into context
Local appearance of a region is often ambiguous. Even for human observers, it may be hard to determine if a region is in shadow without looking at its context. Hence, it is sensible to look beyond the boundaries of a single region to decide if it is in shadow or not. We propose to integrate information from illumination relationships between paired regions (as in Guo et al. [10] ) and from a shadow boundary classifier with our single region classifier. We train two pairwise region classifiers, one for regions sharing the same material and same illumination conditions, and another one for regions of same material but under different illumination. These classifiers are described in the following subsections. Confident positive predictions of the pairwise and boundary classifiers are used to define the pairwise potentials and the graph topology of an MRF where the unary potentials are defined based on the single region classifier. We want to minimize the following functional:
where Ω s , Ω d denote pairs of regions of the same material confidently predicted to have same and different illumination respectively, and β is the set of confidently predicted shadow boundaries.
Pairwise classifiers
Inspired by Guo et al. [10] we define two pairwise region classifiers (same material and same illumination, same material/different illumination). The goal is to identify illumination relationships between pairs of regions sharing the same material. Motivated by the good performance of our single region classifier, we propose to enrich the feature set used in [10] with the EMD distances computed between each of the L*, a*, b* histograms of the two considered regions. We restrict our work to adjacent regions. For each pair of adjacent regions, the following features are computed:
• χ 2 distance between each region's texton histogram.
• EMD between each region's L*, a* and b* histograms respectively.
• Average RGB ratios. Given two regions i and j, compute the ratios of average region intensity for each R, G and B channels:
• Chromatic alignment computed as:
Intuitively, regions of the same underlying material should portray very similar chromatic, lightness and texton distributions. Slight shifts on the lightness distribution may occur due to shading. Also, all the three color ratios should oscillate around unity. Under different illumination conditions, two regions of the same material should still retain some texture similarity, while they would differ significantly in lightness and color intensity. The chromaticities of the scene's illuminant(s) determine the degree of chromatic resemblance between the shadow and non-shadow regions of the same material. For example, as mentioned in Section 3.1, in outdoors scenes we expect the differences in b* to be stronger than the differences in a*. We expect the EMD's on a*, b* and the color ratios that are caused solely by an illumination change to be learnable with respect to the EMD's and ratios due to reflectance changes between the pair of regions. The 9-dimensional feature vectors are input to a probabilistic SVM with a gaussian RBF kernel that we tune for precision.
Boundary classifier
Shadow boundaries may overlap with reflectance changes confounding the effects of the illumination changes. Hence, we propose a classifier that focuses only on the boundaries of shadows cast over surfaces with the same underlying material. For each boundary segment we compute a set of color ratios [2] computed at different scales on different color spaces, namely RGB, CIELAB and [4] . This features are computed in a different manner by [18] .
For each boundary pixel two opposite half gaussian filters are overimposed to lay on each side of the boundary. The ratio is calculated between the two gaussian weighted sums as
, is the result of applying the half filter on the darker side of the boundary at pixel p. The denominator, f l (p), is the result of the filter applied on the lighter side of the boundary at p. For each color space channel, we compute the ratio at 4 different scales σ 2 = {1, 2, 3, 8} and size 2σ 2 , obtaining 36 ratios. At the same 4 scales, we also calculate the χ 2 distance between the texton histograms of each side, and the difference in skewness of pixel intensities as suggested by [25] . Finally, we include the filter responses over the intensity channel for the dark side of the pixel. This way, we obtain a 48-dimension pixel feature vector. The feature vectors of all the pixels that belong to the same boundary are averaged to obtain that boundary's features. We determine the darker side as the one with the lowest sum of average lightness(L*) computed all along the boundary.
Optimization
We pose shadow detection in a single image as a binary labelling problem. Given a segmented image R, each region r i ∈ R will be labelled as shadow x i = 1, or non shadow x i = −1. The MRF is defined over a graph with a node x i for each region of the image. We establish three sets of edges: 1)Ω s connecting the nodes x i and x j if the corresponding pair of regions (r i , r j ) is predicted as positive by the same material same illumination classifier, 2)Ω d connecting the nodes x i and x j if the corresponding pair of regions is predicted as positive by the same material different illumination classifier (notice that this relationship is directional, r i is the non shadow region and r j is shadow), 3) β connecting the nodes x i and x j if a boundary between the regions is predicted as positive by the boundary classifier. We want to minimize the following functional:
The unary potential φ (x i ) encourages agreement between the node's labelling and the prediction of the single region classifier: φ (x i ) = −ω i P(r i = x i ). The pixel area of region i is denoted by ω i .
The pairwise potentials ψ s (x i , x j ), ψ d (x i , x j ), ψ b (x i , x j ) penalize label assignments that contradict the positive predictions of the respective classifiers. P c (r i , r j = 1), with c ∈ {s, d, b}, denotes the confidence of the positive prediction by the respective classifier. ω i j is the geometric mean of the areas of regions i and j. ω b is the geometric mean of the areas of the two regions connected by the boundary b.
Guo et al. [11] Sha. Non Shadow(GT) The energy function (3) is not submodular. ψ b (x i , x j ) introduces supermodular pairwise interactions. We optimize it using QPBO [16] [21] . Notice that ψ d (x i , x j ) introduces asymmetric pairwise interactions. Namely, (following notation introduced in [16] [21]) for certain edges (p → q) we have that: θ p,q;10 = θ p,q;01 . So, we introduce a new first step in the initial reparameterization stage of QPBO in order to restore the symmetry property. For each of the asymmetric edges we perform the following adjustment:
← θ p;1 + θ p,q;10 θ q;0 ← θ q;0 + θ p,q;10 θ p,q;10 ← θ p,q;01 (4)
Experimental results
We evaluate our shadow detection performance on the dataset collected by Guo et al. [10] The training set contains 32 images for which we had to manually provide labels for shadow boundaries and material properties based on the initial segmentation described in Section 2.
The testing set consists of 76 images, with pixel level shadow masks provided by [10] . In our experiments we compare to the more recent work of Guo et al. [11] which improves [10] .
Single region results Since the training data is unbalanced, 72.4% of regions non-shadow versus 27.6% of shadow, we set different class weights for the training of the single region classifier. We compute the weight for the shadow class as the squared root of the ratio between number of non-shadow and shadow training instances. We perform grid search on the SVM's cost parameter C and the canonicalγ with 5-fold cross-validation to train our multikernel single region classifier. As we can see in table 5, we outperform the state of art by 2.5 percentage points in total pixel accuracy. We detect 11% more shadow pixels correctly, furthermore we obtain a 25% reduction in balanced error rate (BER) for a final BER of 12.4%. For the two paired region classifiers and the boundary classifier we trained and tested SVM's with gaussian RBF kernels on scaled data. We first compute the empirical mean and standard deviation per feature component of the training data. Then, we scale both the training and testing data by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation (zscores). In order to properly set the γ parameter of the RBF kernel and the cost parameter C, we conducted grid search with 5-fold cross validation using the F β -score (weighted harmonic mean between precision and recall). We set β to 0.25 to favor precision over recall.
Full method results Our full method (MRF) achieves an outstanding 94.1% of pixel accuracy. We detect 88.0% of the shadow pixels, that is a 22.9% increase with respect to [11] . We further reduce the BER to 7.8% (a 53% decrease). In table 5, we also show the results of running the optimization with only the pairwise potentials from boundary cues (MRF-ψ b ), and with just the potentials from the paired regions classifiers (MRF-ψ s ψ d ). We can observe how the boundary (ψ b ) and the paired regions potentials (ψ s ψ d ) present only a certain degree of redundancy, as we achieve the best results by combining both in our full model (MRF).
Finally, to assess the role of the initial segmentation in shadow detection, we experimented with the same Mean-shift segmentation used in [11] [10] . We trained and tested our single region classifier with the Mean-shift segmented images (single-MS). We also trained our pairwise classifiers using the labels provided by [10] and run our optimization without the boundary potentials ψ b , (MRF-MS). In figure 3 (a) we can see a failure case where Mean-shift fails to segment the shadow on the concrete (smooth penumbra transition). Our segmentation presents few failure cases such as in figure 3 (c)(d).
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a learning based MRF optimization method for single image shadow detection. First, we proposed a powerful single region classifier that already performs better than more complex methods. Then, we incorporate contextual cues from illumination changes across region boundaries and from illumination relationships between pairs of same material adjacent regions into the MRF. The results of our full MRF model outperformed the state-of the art in the most recent shadow detection dataset, with a marked reduction in shadow pixel misclassification. In future work we will explore the effects of additional segmentation methods as well as shadow removal applications. 
